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Multi-Pronged Legislative Approach
Senator Marshall has worked both across the aisle and with multiple federal 
agencies to advocate for legislation that hits at the larger issue of proper 
nutrition and improved lifestyles. 

USDA
- School lunch 
program 
- WIC program
- GusNIP

 

HHS
- Medicare
- Medically Tailored 
Meals
- CHC/FQHCs
- Agency-led Food is 
Medicine initiative

FDA
- Human Foods Project
- Agency Food Czar conversations
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HHS - NIH
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HHS - OASH

It’s estimated that obesity, heart disease, type 2 diabetes, and the 13 nutrition-related 
cancers cost the US economy $16 trillion between 2011-2020. From our federal budget 
to military recruitment – obesity is one of our nation’s greatest internal threats.
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Putting the “F” Back in FDA
Human Foods Program: Following the  infant formula crisis, Senator 
Marshall pushed for major reforms. The FDA has now established the 
Human Foods Program.

Conversations with Food Czar: Senator Marshall has met with Jim 
Jones, the new “Food Czar” at the FDA. His priorities include 
developing better voluntary goals of lessons learned from the UK, 
where it is all about “less salt, more taste!” Plus, consumer-friendly 
front-label nutrition packaging. 
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The Senator’s goal for the next Farm Bill is to provide producers with the 
tools necessary to continue producing the world’s safest and most 
affordable food supply.

In addition to SNAP, the Farm Bill will reauthorize:
• Commodity Distribution Program
• Seniors Farmers Market Nutrition Program

USDA - Farm Bill Priorities 
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The Rural Development and Horticulture Titles include the following 
programs to help with the growth of our local food systems:

• Rural Business Investment Program
• Local Agriculture Market Programs
• Specialty Crop Block Grants
• Historically Underserved Producers (under Miscellaneous title)

USDA - Farm Bill Priorities 
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Looking Forward
We have several opportunities for forward progress on multiple bills and 
hearings on issues related to FIM.

As Ranking Members, Senator Marshall is currently working on a Food is 
Medicine Hearing in HELP Committee

We will be looking for opportunities to include legislation on other “legislative 
vehicles” throughout the year.

The Farm Bill was extended until Sept. 30, 2024. The path forward for the 
legislation is unclear at this time. 

We look forward to working with everyone to move FIM across the finish line! 14



Thank you!
Any Questions?

Contact Information: Katie Sawyer, katie_sawyer@marshall.senate.gov, 
(785)714-0096 
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